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picnik dimensions (mm) L W H l1 l2 w1 w2 h1

picnik 1470 950 740 355 700 630 750 450

picnik box 
dimensions (mm) L W H qty (#) volume (m³)

gross weight 
(kg)

net weight 
(kg)

packaging 
weight (kg)

picnik 1500 1000 780 1 1,170 73,7 60,0 13,7
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materials key facts thickness
layer 
thickness density

in/out-
door water

UV colour 
fastness

flame 
retarding

mm micron 10³ kg/m³

Powder coated aluminium - technique of applying dry 
  paint to a part 
- electrostatically charged and 
  sprayed onto the object 
- placed in an oven and 
  powder particles melt and 
  coalesce to form

10 50 - 100 2,7 outdoor & 
indoor

n.a. very good: 
colour can 
fade a little 
bit when 
exposed 
to UV

NEN-
EN13501- 
1 A2-s1**

Anodized aluminium - thickest layer of protection 
- no further treatment, does not 
  alter its life span 
- very harmful 
- small electrode contact may 
  be visible

10 50 - 100 2,7 outdoor & 
indoor

n.a. very good NEN-
EN13501- 
1 A1*

Painted aluminium - high 
gloss

- most commonly used painting 
  technique, also used in car 
  industry 
- multilayer finish, less scratch 
  resistant than powder coated 
- recommended for indoor use

10 50 - 100 2,7 indoor n.a. very good: 
colour can 
fade a little 
bit when 
exposed 
to UV

NEN-
EN13501- 
1 A2-s1**

powder coated aluminium structured 

powder coated aluminium glossy

powder coated aluminium

stainless steel feet

MATERIALS

white

white

redblue earth

colour options:

*   NEN-EN13501-1 A1:  Class A1 products will not contribute in any stage of the fire including the fully developed fire. For that reason they are assumed to be   
 capable of satisfying automatically all requirements of all lower classes.
  
** NEN-EN13501-1 A2-sl:  Satisfying the same criteria as class B for the SBI-test according to EN 13823. In addition, under conditions of a fully developed fire these  
 products will not significantly contribute to the fire load and fire growth. 

anodised look



GOOD TO KNOW

1. Picnik is cut out of one aluminium sheet without any loss of material. 

F.A.Q.

Q: Is it possible to stack the table? 
A: It is possible but as it is quite heavy, (it is not so oftend one). 

Q: Is it easy to move the table? 
A: With two people this is very easy.

AWARDS

HOW TO USE

Have a personal moment, face to face!

APPLICATIONS
 
Indoors & outdoors (several 
versions). 
 
Needed free space: 1,5 x 2 m 
 
Private use: living, kitchen, on 
terraces, patios. 
 

 

Public use: hotel and catering 
industry (indoors & outdoors), 
company terraces, public spaces, ... 
 
Ex.: Tate Modern, library in Phoenix, 
...

ANCHORING

1. Remove the protection caps of 
    the fastening screws of the 4 
    feet. 
 
2. Remove the feet. 
 
 

 
 
3. Replace them  by the 4 new  
    feet. The side of the holes should 
    always be facing inwards. 
 
4. Insert the fastening screws in 
    the 4 ground anchor kit feet and 
    fasten them.

MAINTENANCE
 
Check: www.extremis.be/tools/picnik

INSTRUCTIONS

There are several indoor and outdoor versions available. The powder 
coated version (in sky blue, red, white, and earth colour) can be used both 
indoors and outdoors. 

A high gloss version is available on request (only for indoor use). 

USE

Table for 2 persons, creates a cozy  
atmosphere for an intimate conversation.

WARNINGS

Every guarantee shall be excluded as well for the matting of the paint when 
used in harsh conditions. This attribute will be carefully pointed out to the 
customer at delivery, namely the fact that the paint may become dull by 
regular contact with eg. color, salt, acids, ... ,who will in turn be responsible 
for informing the end consumer about this.

no waste
unique folding 

picnik stacking > transporttechnique > roll & fold
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